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Directions: 

DO NOT turn this page over until instructed to do so. All teams must begin at the same time, as cued 
by the facilitator. When the timer rings, all writing must stop. Correct answers are worth the points 
shown next to each answer space. Wrong answers and blank spaces shall earn 0 points each. The group 
with the most points wins. In the event of a tie, BONUS points count as tie breakers. Good luck!
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Total correct regular points: /20
Total correct BONUS points: /4

1.) These are the only two elements that are liquid at room temperature on Earth:

  1pt    ,  1pt

2.) This common compound has the unusual quality of taking up more space when solid than liquid, 

when the mass of the sample remains unchanged:   1pt

3.) Who first stated the Ideal Gas Law?   1pt BONUS: What year?    (1pt) 

4.) Which human blood has a higher pH, venous or arterial?   2pts

5.) What is the only letter in the English alphabet that does not appear on the periodic table?   1pt

6.) Name the two metals that do not appear to have a silvery color:

  1pt    ,  1pt

7.) Name the most abundant element in the observed universe:   1pt

8.) Dry ice is the solid form of this molecule:   1pt

9.) Bee stings and wasp stings. Which is acidic, which is alkaline?

Bee:   1pt Wasp:   1pt

10.) Name the natural phenomenon known for producing O3 (ozone) on Earth and bolstering the 

planet's ozone layer:     1pt

11.) Which ancient spiritual tradition (still practiced today in some places) created the foundation for 

what we do today in chemistry?   1pt

12.) Give the Latin name for lead which lead to its chemical symbol, Pb:    1pt

13.) Give the charges (positive or negative) for anions and cations:

Anions:   1pt Cations:   1pt

14.) Balance this equation. All blanks must be filled to get this point.

H2(g) + O2(g) → H2O(l)   1pt

BONUS: Organisms (including human cells) often use either one oxygen atom or an oxygen atom 
bonded with a hydrogen atom to bind up the ends of chains of useful molecules. When the ends of these 
chains are combined and release a water (H2O) molecule, what is the term for this reaction?

, or     (2 possible answers, 1pt each)

15.) What common substance causes a stain when it comes in contact with fabric, but is easily 

dissolved with hydrogen peroxide?     1pt

BONUS: What is the catalyst in this reaction?    (1pt) 


